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Former Chief Executive of Union Carbide Corporation. 

Anderson and Union Carbide are charged with the culpable
homicide of 20,000 people in the Indian city of Bhopal.

Anderson skipped bail of $2,000. For 18 years, he and
Union Carbide have been refusing to appear before the
court. The US government will not make them. Both are
officially fugitives from justice. 

Anderson lives openly in Long Island but the FBI failed
to find him to serve an interpol warrent for his arrest.

Union Carbide and its 100% owner Dow Chemical cynically
pressed criminal charges against Diane while refusing to
turn up to face their own criminal charges.

Carbide-Dow left Bhopal without cleaning its factory,
toxic chemicals it abandoned are today poisoning the
drinking water of 20,000 more people. 

Shrimp boat skipper, fourth generation Texas fisherman.

She is wanted for climbing a tower belonging to Carbide’s
owner Dow Chemical and hanging a banner from it. 

Diane climbed the tower to protest against Anderson’s and
Carbide-Dow’s refusal to appear before the Indian court. A
gagging order obtained by Carbide-Dow banned her from
mentioning Bhopal in her defence.

A S.W.A.T. team helicoptered in and took Diane away in
handcuffs, she was pushed about and bruised.

Diane has spent 30 years of her life campaigning
against polluting industries. She has never harmed a
soul in her life. 

Diane was called “a menace to society” and sentenced to
six months in jail. Those who killed, polluted and who
flout the law are free to carry on as before.

WHICH ONE SHOULD GO TO JAIL?

WARREN ANDERSON
FOR THE HOMICIDE OF 20,000 PEOPLE?

DIANE WILSON
FOR HANGING A BANNER FROM A TOWER?
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